Closed Case Summary

Complaint Number: C18-089  OPO Number:  N/A
Date of Complaint: 10/24/2018
Allegation: Criminal
Chain of Command Finding: Unfounded
Final Discipline: Not Applicable

INCIDENT SYNOPSIS
An SPD Detective was stopped for speeding by a WSP Trooper while off duty in a personally owned vehicle. The Detective was subsequently arrested for DUI.

COMPLAINT
Policy 340 3.5 (w) reads: Violating any felony statute or any misdemeanor statute where such violation that may materially affect the employee’s ability to perform official duties or may be indicative of unfitness for his/her position.

INVESTIGATION
The investigation determined that the Detective submitted to a breath test, which indicated his breath/alcohol level to be .06, below the legal limit of .08. The charges were subsequently dropped by the Prosecutor’s office due to a lack of probable cause for the initial arrest.

ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION
Due to a lack of probable cause that the crime of DUI was committed, the administrative complaint for violation of criminal codes was deemed to be unfounded.